**COFFEE**

BY THE MUG – 1.85
Refill - .75
TO GO – 2.00/2.30
CAFÉ AU LAIT – 2.45/2.95

**POUR OVER**

V60 (For one – hand brewed) – Market priced
CHEMEX (For two – hand brewed) – Market priced

**ESPRESSO**

Espresso – 2.50
Latte add flavor +.90 – 3.45/3.95
Cappuccino – 3.25
Mocha – 3.95/4.45
Americano – 2.75
Macchiato Espresso w/ foam – 2.75
Sputnik honey-almond-cinnamon latte – 4.25/4.75

**HOT DRINKS**

Hot tea – Market priced
Chai tea house made – 3.45/3.95
Hot Chocolate – 3.45/3.95
Steamer Steamed milk + Flavor shot – 3.45/3.95

**COLD DRINKS**

Iced Tea – 2.25
Iced Toddy – 3.15
Italian soda – 2.95
**SHOTS**

Extra espresso – 1.00
Breve - .75
Non-Dairy - .50
Flavored Syrup - .90

**BULK COFFEE**

Tron – Serves 12 w/ cups and condiments
Whole bean coffee available and priced based on origin and roaster

**BAKERY**

El Cafecito Pastries – 3.00